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PURPOSE
To consider the implications of the draft National Model Design Code for 
the Council and seek approval for the consultation response.

RECOMMENDATION
That this Board:

 Approves the Council’s consultation response as set out in 
Section 3 of this Report and that the Manager of Planning Policy, 
in consultation with the Economic Development Board Chairman, 
has delegated authority to submit a response to the Government 
based on the principles set out in this Report

 Notes the content of this report and the potential resource 
implications for the Borough Council.

1 Background

1.1 On 6th August 2020 Members will recall that the Government published 
‘Planning for the Future’1; a white paper setting out major reforms to the 
planning system. This Council made a detailed formal representation on 
the White Paper proposals which was presented to the Economic 
Development Board of 23rd September 2020. The Paper included 
proposals for the introduction of a zonal planning system as well as a 
National Design Guide and a National Model Design Code.

1.2 On 30th January 2021 the draft National Model Design Code (the Code) 
and accompanying guidance note was published for consultation2, with a 
closing date of 27 March 2021. The consultation has requested 
feedback on the Code in terms of:

a) the content of the guidance;
b) the application and use of the guidance;
c) the approach to community engagement.

The key points to be made in the Council’s draft response to the 

1 https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/planning-for-the-future 
2 https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/national-planning-policy-framework-and-
national-model-design-code-consultation-proposals 
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https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/national-planning-policy-framework-and-national-model-design-code-consultation-proposals
https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/national-planning-policy-framework-and-national-model-design-code-consultation-proposals


consultation are included in Section 3 of this Report.

1.3 Amendments to the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) are 
also proposed within the same consultation and dealt with by a separate 
report on this Agenda. Amongst other proposed amendments the 
revised text in the NPPF will require:

a) Local planning authorities to prepare design guides or codes in 
line with the National Design Guide and National Model Design 
Code. Where local design guides or codes aren’t adopted, 
decisions should default to the national ones.

b) The design of streets, parking areas and other transport elements 
to be in line with national guidance, including the Code.

c) Masterplans or design codes to be produced for larger scale 
developments.

1.4 Design codes have been used in the UK for decades to provide design 
guidance for major developments and areas. Typically they outline the 
type, style and scale of development which would be acceptable within a 
designated area. The aim of a code is to ensure the consistent delivery 
of design standards throughout an area, usually in line with an overall 
master planning vision. The consultation version of the NPPF defines 
design codes as:

“A set of illustrated design requirements that provide specific, detailed 
parameters for the physical development of a site or area. The graphic 
and written components of the code should build upon a design vision, 
such as a masterplan or other design and development framework for a 
site or area.”

1.5 An example of an adopted design code is the one which was prepared 
for the Upton urban extension in Northamptonshire in 20033. The code 
regulates multiple design features in the urban extension including 
building heights, boundary treatments and building materials.
 

1.6 The Council has a good basis on which to develop design codes in the 
Borough including its adopted design-related Local Plan policies, a 
Townscape Assessment which sets out character areas across the 
whole Borough and a comprehensive Borough-wide Design SPD.  In 
addition it has produced a number of documents with an emphasis on 
design for specific areas including the Lee West Area of Special 
Character SPD and the Marine Parade Area of Special Character SPD. 
The Gosport Waterfront and Town Centre SPD and the Daedalus SPD 
also provide detailed planning and design considerations, and there are 
a number of Conservation Area Appraisals which provide guidance for 
their respective localities.

2 The Code

3 https://www.northampton.gov.uk/downloads/file/3804/upton_design_codes

https://www.northampton.gov.uk/downloads/file/3804/upton_design_codes


2.1 The National Model Design Code sets out the baseline design 
considerations which local planning authorities will be expected to take 
into account when developing local design codes and guides and 
determining planning applications.

2.2 The Government considers that successful design codes should be 
‘simple, concise and specific’ and rely on visual and numerical 
information rather than detailed policy wording. They should also be 
based on a vision for how an area will develop in the future, which 
should be developed in partnership with the local community; potentially 
as part of the local plan process.

2.3 The Code states that design codes can be site-specific and prepared in 
conjunction with a landowner or developer, or cover a distinct area. 
Alternatively, a design code could be drawn up for the whole of a 
council’s administrative area, with different character types being 
identified throughout. 

2.4 When preparing a design code, the Code considers that the ten 
principles of good design which are set out in the National Design Guide 
(see Figure 1) should be drawn upon, as they reflect the Government’s 
priorities and provide a common overarching framework for design. 
Appendix 1 shows a more complete list of topics which a design code 
may wish to cover.

Figure 1: The ten characteristics of well-designed places
2.5 The expected process for developing a design code is set out in the 



Code, with the defined stages being:

1. Analysis
 1A - Scoping: Agreeing on the geographical area to be covered 

by the code and the policy areas that it will address.
 1B – Baseline: Bringing together the analysis that will underpin 

the code and inform its contents.

2. Vision
 2A – Design Vision: Dividing the area covered by the code into a 

set of typical ‘area types’ and deciding on a vision for each of 
these area types.

 2B – Coding Plan: Preparing a plan that maps out each of the 
area types and also identifies large development sites from 
allocations in the local plan.

 2C – Masterplanning: On larger sites working with land owners 
and developers to agree a masterplan for each of the 
development sites establishing the key parameters and area 
types.

3. Code
 3A – Area Type Guidance: Developing guidance for each area 

type by adjusting a set of design parameters.
 3B – Design Code Wide Guidance: Agree on a set of policies that 

will apply equally across all area types.

2.6 Community engagement is expected at every stage of the preparation of 
a design code however the level of engagement will be dependent on 
the proposed scope of the document. The Code considers that the first 
initial engagement should be to: 

 Provide briefing and training to community groups involved with 
the built environment about what a code is and how it is 
developed. 

 Consult with groups about whether they wish their area to be 
included within a code.

 Discuss with the groups who wish to be involved, what the code 
should cover.

2.7 The response from this initial engagement should shape the subsequent 
consultation strategy and help select which consultative methods should 
be used; ranging from physical events to digital technology and social 
media.

3 Consultation Response



3.1 This section forms the basis of the Council’s response to the 
Government consultation and is split into the three parts as set out in the 
Government’s consultation questionnaire.

a) the content of the guidance
3.2 The Code is well presented and covers most of the key design issues 

however given the challenges around sustainability this could be made a 
more central theme. The provision of an exemplar design code would 
also be useful. The use of design codes may bring benefits in the form of 
higher quality design and improved developer confidence. However it 
could also lead to some standardised design, which could be difficult to 
refuse at the planning stage if it conforms to the adopted design code. 
There is also the potential that it could stifle innovation which may not 
conform to a particular design.

3.3 Importantly a number of uncertainties currently exist with the Code. It is 
acknowledged that certain elements may become clearer as the 
Government finalises its wider planning reforms set out in last year’s 
White Paper.

3.4 One uncertainty relates to the use of standards. The Government 
previously required local authorities to minimise the use of standards in 
their Local Plans as they were considered too prescriptive, however the 
Code reintroduces many of the previously used standards.  It is not clear 
whether the Code is proposing local authorities to introduce these 
standards as part of their own design codes or whether these are 
included as suggestions.  Similarly if a  local authority is required to 
default to the Code in the absence of its own it is not clear whether these 
standards would then be imposed or whether they are indicative and 
whether these standards override arrangements set out in adopted Local 
Plan policies.   

3.5 An example of this includes the standard for play areas which requires a 
Local Areas of Play (LAPs) for every 15 dwellings.  Due to the 
considerations of the Community Infrastructure Levy and other 
considerations the adopted Local Plan does not include such provision 
instead a quality standard for developments has been introduced with 
the creation of multifunctional parks required for developments of 50 
dwellings or more.  This raises the issue that the Code could raise a 
number of complex unforeseen consequences.  Further clarity is 
necessary on the relationship of standards in the Code and existing 
Local Plan policies.

b) the application and use of the guidance
3.6 One of the key uncertainties relates to the timescales envisaged for local 

authorities to produce design codes and consequently when would the 
Government’s intention to impose the National Model Design Code be 
applied if a Council does not have its own design code. Clarity is also 
required on how often such documents will need to be reviewed.



3.7 Similarly it is not clear the status of existing design guidance, site-
specific SPDs, or Conservation Area Appraisals which already provide 
appropriate design guidance for the Borough and have been subject to 
public consultation. However as these documents have not been 
through the Design Code process there is concern that further work 
would be required or there would be a requirement to default to the 
national guidance.  Further clarity is required on this matter. 

3.8 As acknowledged previously the content of the Code is well-written and 
based on sound design principles.  As a stand-alone document it 
provides useful guidance on how to prepare a design code at various 
scales for different types of built environments covering a 
comprehensive range of matters to be considered.  However it is not 
clear how the document can be fully used in itself as a default design 
code as suggested by the Government as the document is more a ‘how 
to’ produce a design code with indicative examples rather than an actual 
design code itself.

3.9 If the document is used as good practice guidance on how to prepare a 
design code then this is the Council’s preferred approach rather than the 
document being used a default design code for an area.  Instead 
guidance in the Local Plan, other local supplemental guidance and the 
National Design Guide should be used to inform decisions as well as 
recognising the good practice in the Code and the Manual for Streets in 
planning decisions. 

3.10 Whilst recognising the benefits of increasing local coverage of design 
codes across England this needs to be based on local priorities and 
rolled out incrementally using the principles of the Code.

3.11 In addition to all the significant concerns raised above the Council’s key 
issue relates to how it will potentially interact with all the proposals set 
out in the Planning White Paper.  Members will recall that the proposals 
were presented to the Economic Development Board of the 23rd 
September in which it was resolved that this Council makes detailed 
representations to the Government.  There were a number of objections 
relating to the way in which design codes were to be used as part of the 
new system. This included:

 A map-based approach within Local Plans identifying Growth, 
Renewal and Protection areas with site specific policies on 
appropriate uses and design.  These would be shaped by 
community involvement with binding design codes and 
masterplans; 

 Outline permission would be automatically granted for those sites 
identified in the Local Plan for development and sites that meet 
detailed design codes in Growth and Renewal areas will be 
granted automatic permission without further public consultation 



at a planning application stage or the scrutiny and decision-
making role of a planning committee,

3.12 The proposals would therefore significantly reduce the local 
accountability of decision-making with a limited role for democratically 
elected councillors to make planning decisions on potentially locally 
controversial proposals, which meet the design code but raise other 
concerns important to the local community.

3.13 Whilst recognising councillors will be making decisions regarding the 
quantum, mix of use and design policies at the Local Plan and Design 
Code stage there will be reduced opportunities to exercise their 
judgement on detailed proposals.

3.14 The proposals in the White Paper have faced significant public and 
professional criticism and it is likely that the proposed reforms will be 
delayed.  It is therefore proposed that the Council reiterates its previous 
objections to the White Paper regarding the use of design codes for 
circumventing the planning application decision-making process and the 
way that the use of design codes could undermine detailed community 
consultation on detailed planning applications. An extract from the 
Economic Development Board of 23rd September is included  below to 
illustrate an example of this issue:

By way of example a planning application for a proposed infill plot in a 
Renewal area that has genuine matters of concern will be of much more 
interest to residents in that area than the proposed design coding of the 
wider neighbourhood (at the Local Plan stage). However under the 
proposed new system the design coding could enable the development 
of the infill plot to take place without any further public consultation. 
Residents will often wish to comment on a proposal when they can 
actually see the detail of a proposal and knowing that someone is 
proposing to build it; whilst the design coding over a wider area would 
more likely to be viewed as a theoretical exercise.

Under the new proposals there is a real risk that the public will feel that 
they have lost their voice which will be compounded by the fact that 
their democratically elected Councillors will also have less 
opportunities, under the proposals, to make decisions on detailed 
planning proposals. 

3.15 Consequently the Council retains its significant objections to the 
proposals in the White Paper on how design codes are envisaged to be 
used and considers it is important to reiterate this matter given the 
uncertainties that still exist on how design codes will be used in the 
future.

c) the approach to community engagement.
3.16 The proposed consultation process appears satisfactory for the 



production of a design code itself.  However, its delivery will require 
considerable inputs in officer time and require additional financial 
resources, so new burdens monies to help cover these costs would be 
necessary to ensure they are delivered quickly and to a high standard

3.17 The Council understands that producing detailed design documents 
such as the Areas of Special Character SPDs in Lee-on-the Solent and 
the Town Centre and Waterfront SPD can take considerable officer time 
in order to produce detailed design guidance and undertake meaningful 
engagement with the local community.  There is an expectation from the 
Government that such documents will involve community involvement ‘at 
every stage’, which has the potential to generate a high number of 
consultation events and subsequent responses. The level of consultation 
required will be dependent upon the size and scope of the proposed 
design code. 

3.18 In terms of staffing, and dependent on the outcome of the Planning 
White Paper and the future direction of the planning system, there will be 
a need for a detailed review of resources in terms of available staff, 
provision of training and financial budgets for in-house work and/or the 
use of external expertise.  In addition there will be the need for 
enhanced computer/software packages for the production of high quality 
visuals.
 

3.19 It is not yet clear if ‘new burdens’ money will be provided to local 
authorities to assist in the production of local design codes. It is also not 
clear how often design codes would require reviewing, however 
experience from other recent Government consultations indicate that 
they could require reviewing on a regular basis.

4 Implications

4.1 The introduction of the National Model Design Code and the expectation 
for local authorities to adopt their own local design code(s) comprises a 
major piece of new project work for local planning authorities. 

4.2 It is not yet clear what the implications for Gosport will be if a local 
design code and guide is not adopted, in lieu of defaulting to the 
National Model Design, the National Design Guide and the Manual for 
Streets for design guidance.

4.3 In light of the National Design Guide and the draft Code, the relevant 
design policies in the emerging Local Plan will be reviewed.  Similarly 
the Council’s Design SPD (2014), which already provides useful design 
guidance, may need to be refreshed to reflect the latest terminology 
although in most instances the overall principles remain sound.  Further 
details on the proposed planning reforms will be required to clarify this 
position.

4.4 The Council will also need to consider priority areas within the Borough 



which would most benefit from a design code.  This would need to start 
with a consideration of whether the existing Townscape Assessment can 
be adapted to provide an initial Borough-wide coverage. There will also 
need to be a consideration of proposed and potential areas of change. 
This could include proposed releases such as Blockhouse which could 
be developed in conjunction with landowners as part of a masterplan 
approach.
  

4.5 Similarly areas such as the Town Centre and Stokes Road could be 
considered.  There is however concern that the Government’s proposed 
revisions to the Permitted Development Rights system whereby changes 
of use to residential can take place without the need for planning 
permission will significantly undermine the design code process.

4.6 Other potential areas to consider would be to extend the coverage of 
Conservation Area Appraisals which could be prepared using the 
methodology set out in the Code.

5 Risk Assessment

5.1 Alongside this consultation the responses from the Planning for the 
Future White Paper consultation are still being considered by the 
Government, while the concurrent NPPF consultation is also being 
undertaken. As such are there many uncertainties around the future 
planning system and the forthcoming role of design codes and guides. 
Further to this, it is not yet fully known what the implications will be for 
the Council to rely upon the National Design Guide and National Model 
Design Code, in lieu of producing local documents. It is therefore 
important the Council makes clear to the Government its outstanding 
concerns through this consultation process.

Financial Services 
comments:

No comment

Legal Services 
comments:

No comment

Equality and 
Diversity 

This is a document prepared by central Government 
and has been subject to its own assessment.

Climate Change The consultation comments outlined in this report 
align  with the Council’s climate change objectives

Council Plan: The proposal may assist the strategic priorities of the 
Council Plan by enhancing the environment and 
empowering residents.

Risk Assessment: See Section 5
Background papers: Planning for the Future White Paper;

and NPPF Amendments Paper.
Appendices Appendix 1: Design Code Coverage (extract from the 

Code)
Report author/ Lead 
Officer:

Jayson Grygiel, Planning Policy Manager and Owen 
Devine, Senior Planning Officer

Appendix 1: Design Code Coverage (extract from the Code)



This extract from the Code provides an overview of the full range of design 
issues which could be included within a local design code and whether it is 
applicable for urban extensions, infill sites or small sites.

 


